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What to do with the post- socialist cities?                         
From practice to strategy



The book, 

TRANSNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY FOR 
THE POST-SOCIALIST CITIES OF CENTRAL EUROPE, 
has been published and is available in digital form  at

www.renewtown.eu . 

It is also available in Czech,
(http://www.praha11.cz/cs/granty-a-fondy/fondy-

eu/realizovane-projekty-z-fondu-eu/renewtown.html)
and is currently under translation into Ukrainian and 

Russian.   



Part I, Diagnosis
The post-socialist context

Part II, Guiding policy
The mission, vision, main strategic 

objectives

Part III. Towards coherent 
actions

Conclusion:



The main strategic objectives and its hierarchy

Formation of a civil society                                               
and expansion of human capital

Expanding and improving economic activities

Improving the quality of landscape and housing

Ensuring that development is sustainable and 
energy is used efficiently



Conclusion 1.

There is no standard strategy for solving the 
place-based problems of urban areas

Post-socialist urban space needs various 
strategic perspectives at appropriate spatial 
levels which can probably be articulated best 
in the form of long -term development plans .



Conclusion 2. 

National  urban policy should be formulated as 
a guide for local government at sub -regional or 

urban scales

Conclusion 3.

The final outcome of the strategy should be a 
shift from “low aspiration space” to “high 

aspiration space”



Conclusion s 4.

The dominant neo -liberal approach to the role 
of local government at a district or city level  

needs some consideration.  

In general, the application of market theory to
the functioning of local communities remains 
too radical because local governments cannot 

be treated like markets,
particularly in the European context.



Conclusions 4.

Government and governance at local and central 
levels need further  improvement. 

New forms of governance and particularly a new 
relationship between civil society and the formal 

structures of local democracy and government are 
clearly essential for post-socialist cities to be a ble to 

respond to future urban challenges.



“ Post-socialist cities (have) finished the transition 
(stage) and many of them (have) become part of the EU.”  

???

Post-socialist transition has not really been fully  
completed yet either in  general terms or in some 

particular respects.



The main new phenomena which have shaped
post-socialist urban space 

after the 2004 enlargement:

- Lack of explicit urban policy at the national and local levels;

- The impact of the new EU urban

- The gradual improvement and refurbishment of the w hole 
built environment;

- Changes in demographic and social behaviour, 

- The search for new functional for large and medium  sized 
cities;  



- The discovery and recognition of the negative 
consequences of following neo-liberal theory and po licies 
slavishly;

- An acceleration in the increase of socio-spatial 
segregation at the regional and, even more so, at t he intra-
urban scale; 

- Ethnicity as a new factor in social, cultural and spatial 
differentiation;

- The consequences of the economic crises resulting in 
threats to the economic prosperity of urban dweller s. 



The EU regional policies, particularly the cohesion  
policy including its urban dimension, will be a sor t of 

“soft neo-liberalism” 
which reminded me of the attempts from  the deep 

past to create 
“socialism with human face”,

which in the end failed. 

What will happen now in EU cities depends to a larg e 
extent on progress in the development of democratic  
institutions  and particularly on whether a strong and 

effective civil society is formed and fostered.  



What will happen now in EU cities depends to a 
large extent on progress in the development of 

democratic institutions  and particularly on whethe r 
a strong and effective civil society is formed and 

fostered.  
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